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Formal framework

2018 - Act on change of Act on National Spatial Data Infrastructure
- Full INSPIRE Transposition

2013 - Act on National Spatial Data Infrastructure
- INSPIRE Transposition (+1 data theme)

2007 - Law on State Survey and Real Estate Cadastre
- the first regulation of NSDI in Croatia
• Working group for technical issues
• Working group for capacity building
• Working group for spatial data
Spatial data
NSDI subjects

Solutions for professional users!
Strategy of National Spatial Data Infrastructure 2020

Government of Republic of Croatia

Goal 1: The NSDI and its benefits are known.

Goal 2: Spatial data and services are available and they meet the user’s needs.

Goal 3: The conditions and fees for using spatial data are easy to understand.

Goal 4: The use of the NSDI is governed by appropriate rules and policies.

Goal 5: There are sufficient operational capabilities available for an effective and efficient development and use of the NSDI.

Goal 6: It is clearly shown that the NSDI support other important policies and programs at the national and international levels.

Goal 7: The NSDI stakeholders (providers and consumers) are cooperating through partnerships and other types of agreements.
Anyone can easily find, understand and use spatial data
Anyone can easily find, understand and use spatial data!
Conclusions...

- from formal framework, through quantity, quality to presentation of spatial data to ordinary people
- with www.geohrvatska.hr closer to NSDI vision
- www.geohrvatska.hr live test of NSDI in Croatia
Coming together is a beginning. Keeping together is progress. Working together is success.

Henry Ford
Hvala za vašo pozornost!
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